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USPS/UPS-ST1 -1. Please refer to page 3, lines 6 and 7 of your supplemental testimony 

a. Please confirm that the specification of the equation that you estimatelj for your 

supplemental testimony in response to NOI No. 4 is given by: 

In HRS = [6, i-6, L] In TPH + [& + 6, L] (In TPH)* 

+6,lnMANR +6,(InMANR)* +67f, +6,f,2 

+t69t, + +$,t,* + 6,,[lnTPH *InMANR] 

d12 [In TPH * t,] + ?& [In TPH * t2] 

+6,, [In MANR * t,] + 6,, [In MANR * fJ 

Where the variables are defined as in USPS-T-14, the Dj are seasonal dummies, 

and the 5 and A are parameters to be estimated. 

If you do not confirm, please provide the exact functional form of the equation that 

you estimated for that supplemental testimony. 

b. Please confirm that the “volume variability” or “elasticity” associated with this specification 

would be found by calculating the derivative of In HRS with respect 20 InTPH and lagged 

InTPH. If you do not confirm, please explain in full. 



C. Please confirm that this derivative is given by: 

alnHRS 
ah-l TPH 

= 6, + e2 + 2 *[B3 +6,](ln TPH) 

+ ?I,, [InMANR] 

+6,, It,1 + 6,, If*1 

If you do not confirm, please provide what you think to be the correct derivative 

d. Please confirm that when the data are “mean centered” that the above derivative reduces 

to : 

alnHRs = 6 
aln TPH 

1 + % 

If you do not confirm, please explain why you have used this formula to calculate volume 

variabilities in both your initial and supplemental testimonies 

e. Please confirm that this mean centered form implicitly assumes evaluation of the 

regression equation at the global mean. That is, please confirm that the complete form 

of the derivative of In HRS with respect to log TPH and lagged log TPH, when the data 

are mean centered, is given by: 



JlnHRS 

Sin TPH 
16, + S2 + 2*[63+64](lnTPH -InTFH) 

+ 6,, [In MANR - In MA%R] 

where the “bai’ notation signifies the global or overall mean from the data set on which 

the regression was estimated. If you do not confirm, please provide what you think is the 

correct complete derivative in this case. 

f. Please confirm that one obtains the simplified derivative (that is presented in pat-l d.) by 

evaluating the complete form of the derivative (that is presented in part e) at the global 

mean values from the data set on which the regression was estimated: 

alnHRS 

alnTPH 
= 6, + 6, + 2 *[$ +6,](ln TPH - In 6) 

+ 6,, [In MA%R In MANR] 

If you do not confirm please provide the mathematics of how the simplified derivative 

presented in part d is derived from the complete derivative presented in part e. 



g. Please confirm that if the complete derivative is evaluated at any point other than the 

global mean of the data on which the regression equation was estimated, then the 

simplified form of the derivative (as given in part d.)is not applicable. If you do not 

confirm please explain how the simplified form of the derivative (as given in part d.) is 

applicable when evaluating the derivative at points other than the global mean of the data 

on which the regression equation was estimated. 

USPS/UPS-STI-2. Please refer to page 3, line 6 of your testimony. Please ‘confirm that each 

of the site-specific regressions estimated for your supplemental testimony were estimated on 

only the data for that site. If you do not confirm, please explain how the regressions could be 

site-specific. 

USPS/UPS-STI-3. Please refer to page 2, line 18 of your supplemental testimony 

a. Please confirm that the “mean centering” you performed in estimating the 

equations for your supplemental testimony was around the global means for the 

entire data set for each activity, across all sites, and not on a site-specific basis. 

If you do not confirm, please identify where in your workpapers the site-specific 

mean centering is performed. 

b. Please confirm that the complete form of the derivative of In HRS with respect to 

log TPH and lagged log TPH when site specific equations are run on site-specific 

data that are globally mean centered is given by: 



dlnHRS, 

alnTPH, 
= 6, + 6, + 2 *[& +6,](ln TPHi lnT&) 

+ 6,, [In MANR, - In MA%R] 

where the “bar” notation signifies the global mean from all of the data for an 

activity (across all sites) and the “io subscript refers only to the data from site i (the 

data on which the regression was estimated). If you do not confirm, please 

provide what you think is the correct complete derivative in this case. 

C. Please confirm that the complete derivative, in this case, redxes to the simplified 

derivative given (by 6, + 6,) only if the site-specific mean just lhappens to equal 

the global mean. If you do not confirm, please provide the mathematics of how 

the complete derivative reduces to the simplified derivative when the site-specific 

mean does not equal the global mean. 

d. Please confirm that the site-specific means for the sites included in your 

estimated equation do not equal the global or overall mean. If you do not confirm, 

please provide a listing of all sites for which the site-specific means equal the 

global means for the variables in the regression equations. 
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